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STEVE’S AUTOMOTIVE OFFERS JANUARY SPECIALS
Steve’s Automotive boasts discounts available for services in January 2018
Longmont, CO: Throughout the month of January 2018, Steve’s Automotive is offering the following
discounts, with coupon:
•	$10 off any alignment
•	10% off any labor (with a $50 limit)
•	Check and Flush Cooling System service for $99.95
Coupons are available in the Longmont Times-Call or on Steve’s Automotive website at
http://www.stevesautorepairlongmont.com/longmont-auto-repair-coupons/. Certain restrictions or
limitations apply.
There is an additional coupon for $19.95 that provides customers with the following services:
•	Oil Change
•	Tire Rotation
•	Brake Inspection
•	Belts
•	Hoses
•	Fluid Levels
Each month, Steve’s Automotive offers a new set of coupons to ensure customers are always able to
receive preventative and necessary service at an affordable price. Even without coupons, regular
prices are reasonable for services such as alignment, vehicle diagnostic, tire repair and replacement,
and fluid inspection. As a full-service repair and auto maintenance shop, Steve’s Automotive provides
major engine work on domestic and imported vehicles, including SUVs and light trucks. General
coupons, like the reduction in labor price, can be a huge asset if your car needs major repairs or
adjustments.
As always, Steve’s Automotive is happy to provide shuttle service to help ease any inconvenience
involved in automotive maintenance and care. They also provide free inspections and written
estimates, so there are never any surprises on the invoice. It is usually possible to have cars in for
service and back out on the road the same day. For short service trips, customers are invited to relax
in the clean, welcoming waiting areas.
Steve’s Automotive specializes in wheel alignment and brake suspension, so you can feel safe and
confident driving in a vehicle serviced by Steve’s staff. At Steve’s Automotive, everyone cares about
the customers’ safety and happiness with their vehicle, which is why they offer helpful tips and hints
on their website, so drivers can know exactly when to bring their car in for a tune-up. To make
customers better car owners, their website offers causes and solutions for common car ailments,
which can help prevent them from occurring in the future.
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About Steve’s Automotive: Steve’s Automotive is a full service automotive shop in Longmont,
Colorado. Owner Steve Powers has been operating in Longmont since 1993 and often assists with
car shows and events in the community.
Through Steve’s Automotive full range of services, Steve demonstrates his passionate and
commitment to the service and maintenance of classic cars. From hotrods and muscle cars to classic
trucks, Steve can tune up any vehicle. His work ranges from regular maintenance to replacing
transmissions and installing entire vintage air systems. 
The rest of the team is just as committed. With decades of experience between them, they’ll work
hard to have you driving smoothly out of the shop in no time. For service estimates and appointments,
call (303) 682-9015 or visit http://www.stevesautorepairlongmont.com/ for more information.	
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